Abstract: This paper presents how the control performance of the feature-based visual servo system is improved by utilizing redundant features. Effectiveness of the redundant features is evaluated by the smallest singular value of the image Jacobian which is closely related to the accuracy in the world coordinate system. An LQ control scheme is used to resolve the controllability problem. Usefulness of the redundant features is verified by the real time experiments on a PUMA 560 manipulator. 1. Mathematical Formulation: A mathematical description of visual servo system is given [l] and a sufficient condition for image Jacobian to be full rank is presented. With the necessary condition given in [2], this completes a necessary and sufficient condition.
Sensitivity:
This section gives a definition of sensitivity and a theorem that claims "Closed-loop sensitivity is reduced by incre ssing the non-degenerated number of feature points." This theorem shows another criterion of feature point selection [3] . 3. Controller: A linear LQ controller that resolves a difficulty of redundancy of features [4] is briefly reviewed. [3] J. T. Feddema, C. S. G. Lee, and 0. R. Michell, "Automatic selection of image features for visual servoing of a robot manipulator," in 
